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Prior to Chrysler redesigning the LH-cars in , the Eagle Vision filled the "import-fighter"
segment. Its second-generation replacement was reportedly benchmarked against the BMW 5
Series, [1] yet with Chrysler discontinuing the entire Eagle line after , the automaker shifted this
vehicle to the Chrysler lineup, bringing back the famed "" model name. Although the cars were
not rear-wheel-drive, special-production models, nor V8-powered with engines rated at
horsepower as did the historic models, the M used the next letter available in the Letter Series,
following the L. Had the Eagle brand not been dropped, the M reportedly would have been sold
as a redesigned Eagle Vision. Only one engine was available, the Chrysler-engineered 3. The
engine was shared with the LHS and rebadged Concorde â€” It was connected to the 42LE, a
four-speed automatic transmission with Autostick , which allowed manual selection of gears.
Standard gear ratio on the M was 3. In , automatic headlamps were added, and the Handling
Group removed the speed limiter. In , an interlock was added to prevent shifting the
transmission from Park unless the brake pedal was pressed; and tether anchors were added to
the rear shelf for child seats. The model year brought more changes, with an optional luxury
group that included an automatic dimming driver-side mirror and supplemental side airbags. A
more advanced EVIC trip computer was made optional. The M also received new jeweled
taillights. In , electronic brake distribution was added to the antilock brakes; a new computer
combined engine and transmission controls; latch tethers were now built-in; and "natural"
evaporative emission monitoring was added. The M Special was offered beginning midyear
Other standard features of the Special included premium "Waterfall" leather seats, signal
mirrors, body cladding, and slightly lower ride height. This model also included high-intensity
discharge headlamps and imitation-carbon-fiber interior trim panels that replaced the standard
woodgrain trim panels. These versions included an Infinity audio system with subwoofers as
well as two-toned leather interiors. The Pro-Am also came with a set of limited edition golf clubs
and a holder for a golf bag in the trunk. In , new colors were added, a six-disc CD changer
replaced the four-disc changer, and the changer controls were added to the stereo. Additional
features include leather seats, satin silver bezels, chrome or platinum clad wheels, and other
unique interior features. These models have a special Platinum Series badging on the C pillars.
For , both the M and the Concorde were replaced with the Chrysler From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. This article is about the to Chrysler M. For the modern Chrysler beginning in , see
Chrysler For the letter series of models from the s and s, see Chrysler letter series. For the
non-letter series from the s and s, see Chrysler non-letter series. Motor vehicle. Retrieved 8
January Chrysler series: pedigree, power and performance since Retrieved 9 July Car and
Driver. Motor Trend. February January Chrysler vehicles. Pacifica Voyager. Aspen Pacifica.
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Personal luxury. Hurst Coupe utility. Cars Here are the symptoms associated with this trouble
code:. Here are the most common causes of P Also, a mechanic will typically check under the
hood where the radiator hose meets the thermostat housing. If it is easy to pinch the hose,
typically water will be flowing through it. If you pinch your hose make sure that you are aware of
the belted accessories and the fan. The fan can come on at any time. P is not a serious threat to
the immediate drivability of your Letting them run too cool can problems after an extended
period of time. Good luck figuring out what is going on with your ! Here are the symptoms
associated with this trouble code: Lack of heat â€” The biggest symptom of the P trouble code
in the Chrysler is going to be lack of heat. Service Engine Soon â€” Other than the heater not
working as good, the only other symptom of P is typically the service engine soon light itself.
When a thermostat is stuck open, it allows coolant to flow through the engine at all times. How
to Replace a Thermostat video. Conclusion P is not a serious threat to the immediate drivability
of your The Chrysler is a rear-wheel-drive , front-engine, full-sized luxury [4] [5] car
manufactured and marketed by Stellantis North America and its predecessor companies as a
four-door sedan and station wagon in its first generation model years â€” and solely as a
four-door sedan in its second and current generation model years â€”present. The debuted as a
concept at the New York International Auto Show with styling by Ralph Gilles and production
starting in January for the model year. The Chrysler was designed as a modern interpretation of
the Chrysler C and the letter series Chryslers that followed , featuring a large grille , long hood

and low roofline that was prominent on those vehicles. The styling retained many elements of
the Chrysler Chronos concept car, such as chrome interior accents and tortoiseshell finishings
on the steering wheel and shifter knob. The basic or C in some countries comes with standard
inch wheels, wheel covers, four-wheel disc brakes, single disc CD player, auxiliary input jack,
power driver seat and a four-speed automatic transmission. The vehicle comes with standard
rear wheel drive and available all wheel drive. The basic model was renamed to LX for and
remains as the code-name for the platform. This model was renamed Touring Plus for the and
model years. The Limited model included the Touring model's 3. Additional features included
inch chrome-clad aluminium wheels, anti-roll bars. The top-of-the-line C version uses a 5. The
HEMI cylinder heads necessitate the use of a double rocker arm shaft configuration, with a
cam-in-block, overhead valve OHV pushrod design. The SRT-8 model was equipped with a 6.
The five-door station wagon was sold as the C Touring not to be confused with the North
American notchback sedan's "Touring" trim level , which shared much of its sheet metal aft of
the C-pillar and wheel designs with the Dodge Magnum. The economical Mercedes-based V6
diesel was popular in Europe, where gasoline prices are high. The five-door station wagon body
style was discontinued after the first generation. Fuel economy for the C diesel is rated at
Despite rumours, Chrysler confirmed that the vehicle would not be produced. The Walter P. In
the US, the C enjoyed a wave of popularity in the mids , aided by celebrity owners including US
President Barack Obama , [24] and appearances in music videos. They praised the spacious
and well-equipped interior and the low price while criticizing the quality of materials, ride,
steering and low engine torque. It also won the North American Car of the Year award.
Receiving numerous other recognitions during its debut year, it was promoted as being one of
the most awarded new cars ever. Exterior changes included revised sheet metal, thinner roof
pillars, a more raked windshield , bi-xenon HID projector headlights , LED daytime running
strips within the headlights , new taillights with LEDs and a horizontally slotted front grille with
an updated version of the Chrysler winged brand emblem. Options included a dual-pane
panoramic sunroof and inch polished-aluminium wheels. Touring and Limited trims included
the Pentastar V6, while the C line offered a standard 5. The sport themed S featured black
treatment for grille and headlamps, inch polished-face aluminium wheels with black painted
pockets, speaker Beats by Dr. Dre sound system, [42] and steering wheel mounted paddle
shifters. For the model year, the C and Limited trim levels were dropped, leaving the Touring,
Touring L, and S, which included the previous year's Red S Appearance Package as standard.
The 6. In addition to the increase in power, the SRT receives specific exterior trim including a
lower front fascia, large exhaust tips, body color instead of chrome trim and large inch
aluminium wheels. The car also gets a lowered, sportier suspension setup and a large Brembo
brake package. Contrary to past statements by Chrysler, the SRT is still sold in left and
right-hand drive abroad. The predecessors' 2. The 5. Interior changes included a revised
instrument panel with localized "soft-touch" materials, 8. Both seat-mounted and curtain side
airbags were standard. As part of the Chrysler advertising campaign, three TV commercials
were produced. It thus takes up the colors of its ancestor, that is to say a two-tone bronze and
black, an over-chrome grille and inch wheels reminiscent of the turbine motif. From Wikipedia,
the free encyclopedia. For the letter series of cars from the s and s, see Chrysler letter series.
For the non-letter series from the s and s, see Chrysler non-letter series. For the to model, see
Chrysler M. For the station wagon as the Chrysler C, see Dodge Magnum. Also see
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Hurst Coupe utility. Current models Ypsilon III. Ypsilon II. Small family car. Delta I. Delta II.
Compact executive car. Beta Trevi. Executive car. Thema I. Thema II. Flavia II. Large MPV.
Sports car. Rally "". Delta S4. Rally car. Racing car. Montecarlo Turbo. Fiat S. Dodge SRT Dodge
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majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Toggle Navigation Factory Chrysler Parts.
Categories About Us. Select a Vehicle. Search Go. You can edit the name of your vehicle by
clicking the pencil icon on the right. Something went wrong. Please try again. Select Your
Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles found. Select your vehicle below:. Your Cart. Continue
Shopping View Cart. Tabbing past or clicking of this link will close the Cart. Some restrictions
apply. Home Chrysler We are your low price leader for OEM Chrysler parts. OEM Chrysler parts
are manufactured by Chrysler to maximize the performance of Chrysler vehicles and provide the
certainty that the repair will be done right the first time. Parts that fit. Parts that perform. OEM
Chrysler Parts. Select a Chrysler Driveline. We are your source for Factory Chrysler Parts.
Genuine Chrysler parts are the smart choice for repair, maintenance, or upgrade of your
Chrysler When you choose OEM parts for your vehicle, you're choosing to maintain the quality
and reliability of your vehicle, ensuring peak performance mile after mile. Our extensive
inventory of parts is maintained by the experienced professionals who know your vehicle best,
so you can trust that you're getting the right parts every time with Factory Chrysler Parts. As a
leading Chrysler parts provider online, we set ourselves apart from the crowd with our excellent
customer service, which you can reach by phone or email. Get the right parts for the right price,
right when you want them, with our simple, graphical parts catalog and fast shipping. If you
have any questions about parts, fitment or shipping, just ask. Our experienced staff of parts
specialists is standing by to help. Exterior Accessories. Interior Accessories. Make yourself
comfortable. But as the driver, the majority of your enjoyment takes place in the interior cabin.
Factory Chrysler Parts. Average 4. Great layout. Legal Policies Data Requests. Links My
Information Testimonials. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this
data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please
verify any information in question with a sales representative. Heads up! Highlighted items are

for OEM wheels, the rest are replacement options. Found a bug? Have a question about
Chrysler wheel specs? Share your knowledge! Wheel- Size. Wheel fitment and tire size guide
and knowledge base Last Update: Feb. Search Form for vehicle model, tire size or rims Choose
a tab below to get fitment data for your vehicle or to find vehicles matching your criteria. By
vehicle what wheels will fit your car By tire size what vehicles use this tire size By rim s
2008 chevy silverado battery
2005 mustang tail lights
2002 ford f150 repair manual
ize what vehicles use this rim size Add Wheel Size Widget to your website New! Search by car
make, year and model. Make Year Model. Wheel Size Widget for your website! Home Makes
Chrysler Wheel specs for Chrysler series Chrysler Alloy wheel fitment guide Choose
appropriate trim of Chrysler LX [ Chrysler 2. It is measured in millimeters. Some factory wheels
have a center bore that matches exactly with the hub to reduce vibration by keeping the wheel
centered. Rim width in x rim diameter in J is mounting flange type. ET35 is positive offset of
35mm. It is vital not to deviate too far from the offset of the wheel originally fitted to the vehicle.
PCD is measured in mm. Chrysler 3. Chrysler 5. Chrysler 6. See Alloy Wheel fitment information
for Chrysler for other model years: Try our Wheel Calculator Help us with our new project
TiresVote. Submit tire review. Your email was successfully sent. Notify about the error in
selected text Add your data and comments Send us the correct data Other.

